A large body of evidence has shown that visual context information can rapidly modulate language comprehension for concrete sentences and when it is mediated by a referential or a lexical-semantic link. What has not yet been examined is whether visual context can also modulate comprehension of abstract sentences incrementally when it is neither referenced by, nor lexically associated with, the sentence. Three eye-tracking reading experiments examined the effects of spatial distance between words (Experiment 1) and objects (Experiment 2 and 3) on participants' reading times for sentences that convey similarity or difference between two abstract nouns (e.g., 'Peace and war are certainly different...'). Before reading the sentence, participants inspected a visual context with two playing cards that moved either far apart or close together. In Experiment 1, the cards turned and showed the first two nouns of the sentence (e.g., 'peace', 'war'). In Experiments 2 and 3, they turned but remained blank. Participants' reading times at the adjective (Experiment 1: first-pass reading time; Experiment 2: total times) and at the second noun phrase (Experiment 3: first-pass times) were faster for sentences that expressed similarity when the preceding words/objects were close together (vs. far apart) and for sentences that expressed dissimilarity when the preceding words/objects were far apart (vs. close together). Thus, spatial distance between words or entirely unrelated objects can rapidly and incrementally modulate the semantic interpretation of abstract sentences.
1. Introduction
Visual information and the comprehension of concrete language
More than a decade after Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, and Sedivy (1995) reported rapid visual context effects on syntactic structuring during spoken language comprehension, the cognitive sciences abound with eyetracking research into how real-time language comprehension relates to visual perceptual processes (e.g., Ferreira, Apel, & Henderson, 2008; Hartsuiker, Huettig, & Olivers, 2011; Richardson, Altmann, Spivey, & Hoover, 2009 for relevant discussion). For concrete language, eye-tracking evidence suggests that referential visual context can inform incremental semantic interpretation (Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson, 1999) as well as syntactic structuring (Tanenhaus et al., 1995) ; that experience-based object affordances can guide structural disambiguation (e.g., Chambers, Tanenhaus, & Magnuson, 2004) ; and that depicted clipart events can disambiguate locally syntactically ambiguous utterances (e.g., Knoeferle & Crocker, 2006; Knoeferle, Crocker, Scheepers, & Pickering, 2005) . q The data presented in this manuscript were also reported in the form of a thesis in partial fulfilment of the requirements to obtain a doctoral degree (EG).
